SUMMER UNIFORM Years 7-9 The summer uniform is worn in Terms 1 and 4. Girls wear the College dress with white College
socks and the College wide brim hat. There is also an option of girls’ navy shorts and white shirt. Boys wear the College white
short sleeve shirt, with College melange shorts and school grey socks. Shoes for both boys and girls must be black leather lace-up,
polishable shoes. The blazer becomes the first outer garment. On cooler days the red jumper can be worn under the blazer.
SUMMER UNIFORM Years 10-12 The summer uniform is the same as it is for Years 7-9, however, students are to wear the
College straw hat.

Summer uniform Years 7-9

Summer uniform Years 10-12

WINTER UNIFORM Years 7-9 The winter uniform is worn in Terms 2 and 3.

Girls are to wear the College tartan skirt. This is worn with the College unisex white, long-sleeve shirt and tie. There is also an option of ladies’ College
navy pants with College white shirt available. College navy with red striped socks or navy tights are to be worn. Shoes must be black leather lace-up,
polishable shoes.
Boys wear the College white long sleeve shirt and tie with College grey
melange trousers. Grey College socks and black leather lace-up, polishable
shoes. The blazer is worn as the first outer garment. On colder days the red
jumper can be worn underneath.
WINTER UNIFORM Years 10-12 The winter uniform is the same as it is for
Years 7-9, however, boys are to wear a taupe trouser.

SPORT UNIFORM Years 7-Year 12
The College sport polo and shorts are worn with either Trinity
anklet or Trinity crew sock. The House hat is worn with this uniform. During winter a Trinity tracksuit is available consisting of
jacket with the College track pant. Shoe can be any style of
jogger shoe (not casual skate/surf style e.g. Vans).

A waterproof jacket is also
available. This comes in a pouch and
can be kept in the backpack on
pending wet days. This can be worn
to and from and around school on
wet days and can be worn summer
and winter.

Acceptable Shoes
Shoes must be black leather laceup, polishable shoes. No Lady
Jane or Velcro shoes are allowed.

The College scarf is an
optional garment. This can be
worn by both girls or boys.

There is to be no mixing of sport and formal uniform. Sport hats are to be worn with sport uniform and formal hats with formal
uniform. The College sport jackets (with “Trinity” written across the back) are NOT part of the formal uniform. If students need
an extra layer of weather protection on rainy days, when travelling to and from school, the waterproof above can be worn.
For students who are allergic to wool, there is a cotton red College jumper available.
Uniforms can be purchased from the College Uniform shop, located on campus. Opening hours can be found on the College website (www.trinityac.nsw.edu.au). Second-hand uniforms are
also available through our second-hand uniform shop on campus on specific days. Uniform Shop direct Phone No. 02 60493440.

Implementation Guidelines
The school uniform is the outward mark that a student belongs to Trinity Anglican College. Students are expected to wear their uniform and be personally groomed in such a way as to
show pride in being identified with the school. This demands that the students continue to adhere to stipulated uniform standards until such time as they arrive home. Only the complete
uniform should be worn and no part of the uniform should be worn with casual clothes.
Students should be aware that the appearance of the school uniform depends to a large extent upon how it is worn - its cleanliness, its fit, its state of repair and the bearing of its wearer.
Students are expected to present in correct College uniform each day and at designated College activities. The standard of grooming must comply with the College expectations.
Winter uniform is compulsory for Terms 2 and 3. Summer uniform is compulsory for Terms 1 and 4. Girls’ summer dresses should be no shorter than 10cm from the top of the knee. The
College blazer is always to be worn as the outer layer of clothing if an outer garment is being worn.
During any normal school day, students change into PE uniform for PE classes only. Students are not permitted to wear PE clothes to any other classes. Appropriate sporting shoes are to
be worn. Students are not to wear casual skate/surf style shoes (e.g. Vans).
Only approved College bags and back packs purchased from the Uniform Shop are to be used by students to carry requirements to and from school.

Hair
The College requires students to be groomed appropriately. Hair should be a natural colour and should always be kept neat.
Girls’ hair which is below collar length should be tied back neatly with ribbons in navy or red. Extremes of hair styles and altered hair colour are not accepted.
Boys should be clean shaven at all times. Boys’ hair should be neat and if it is not tied up, it must not touch the collar, nor be styled in such a way that it falls forwards towards the eyes
or face. Boys are not permitted to attend school with "novelty" styles including undercuts of any kind.
It is to be noted that, in matters of hairstyle, the College remains the final arbiter.

Jewellery
A simple cross on a narrow chain may be worn.
Girls may wear one pair of small, silver or gold sleepers or studs in the bottom holes of their earlobes.

